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As one of luxury marketers' favorite social media platforms offers another avenue for advertising, brands need to
discern how to best tap Instagram Explore placements in a native manner that grabs users' attention within two
seconds.

After Instagram discovered more than half of its  user base is browsing the individually tailored Explore page, the
platform has decided to integrate sponsored posts into the tab. The new ad feature will offer more opportunities for
luxury brands to connect to consumers who exhibit varying forms of Instagram user habits, but with so much content
they will need to fine tune their strategies to "stop the thumb."

"Instagram is an effective marketing tool already for luxury brands because it is  very visual and the user experience
is streamlined and elegant," said Dan Goldstein, president/owner of Page 1 Solutions. "Brands can already post eye-
catching images organically, so I think the advent of ads in the Explore section will only increase the opportunities
for companies providing high-quality goods, services and experiences.

"There will be some learning curve for businesses to take advantage of ads, obviously," he said. "Setting up a
sponsored listing will be different from simply posting a picture to the company's Instagram page.

"It also remains to be seen what kind of targeting options businesses will have with Explore ads. Luxury brands will
enjoy something of a benefit here, because many businesses in the space have built up name recognition. However,
reaching consumers whose interests align with your products and services, at the time when they're ready to buy, on
the platform they use every day, can only drive more business for savvy brands."

Exploring advertising opportunities
Instagram users often take to the Explore page of the application to discover new accounts and content.

This space has previously remained an ad-free area of the app, but Instagram has announced that it will be rolling
out sponsored posts there. The beta ad experience Instagram has showcased seems relatively non-disruptive, which
is important in keeping users happy.
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Instagram's Explore page. Image credit: Instagram

As with other Instagram ads, the placement will look almost identical to an organic post but will have the
"sponsored" connotation in the upper left hand corner. Instagram is hoping this will help users more easily connect
with businesses that could be of interest.

However, for luxury brands, it will be important to make sure they are leveraging the new ad format in a way that
consumers gravitate towards. It is  vital for these marketers not to be intertwined with a source of contention for
users, which could mean waiting to see how the new ad feature will play out before getting involved.

Video and high quality images are still proving to be important draws for affluent consumers.

According to Carly Carson, director of social at PMG, brands who are able to create compelling content within the
first two seconds of a video have a much more significant chance of getting users to stop scrolling.

The director also explains that because users are often going to the Explore tab to spend more time browsing video,
this could be an opportunity to experiment with long-form video.

Standard sponsored post from Vogue on Instagram

"With ad capabilities on Instagram's Explore feed, luxury brands are gaining an additional platform for storytelling,"
Ms. Carson said. "However, while they undoubtedly will be mindful about their brand equity, luxury brands will also
need to find ways to make their content on the Explore feed feel native to the platform to ensure they capitalize on
consumers' willingness to discover new products."
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While it remains unclear exactly what form of targeting will be available, Instagram will likely allow advertisers to fit
somewhat seamlessly into a feed of subjects that users are searching for.

This means the brand's presence in the Explore page could be mutually beneficial to both the user and the marketer,
as the user will be looking for similar content.

Stopping the thumb
In today's content environment, many marketers have trouble seeing that one-to-one interactions mean much more
than a large billboard on a busy highway. But Facebook executives are working to help them see past this.

During a fireside chat at Luxury Daily's Women in Luxury conference on May 9, an executive from Facebook
emphasized the importance of crafting content that resonates well on each individual platform rather than
repurposing a print ad. For marketing executives who have a long history in the industry, it can be hard to switch
from a mindset of being able to physically see that a campaign is reaching a wide audience to knowing that creating
strong bonds with consumers one-on-one through social is  more effective (see story).

The addition of ads to the Explore page is one of many new commerce and branding opportunities offered by
Instagram.

Most recently Instagram continued the push to bring commerce to its platform with the launch of a dedicated
shopping account.

The @shop handle features a compilation of merchandise put together by Instagram employees, all of which will be
shoppable. Recently, Instagram has been working to make it easier for consumers to complete a purchase path
through its platform, linking photo and video discovery with transactions (see story).

"As with most new features, I expect brands will have to wait and see how Explore ads fit in with their Instagram
marketing strategy," Page 1 Solution's Mr. Goldstein said. "The sample Instagram provided, however, is  encouraging.

"Consumer interaction with ads is still strong, but the public sentiment around them is often mixed, at best," he said.
"People want digital ads that are unobtrusive, especially on mobile where the screen size is small and the user
experience easy to disrupt.

"Based on the example, Instagram appears to be heading in the right direction. There's a measure of transparency
with ads in the Explore feed labeled sponsored,' but the impact on users scrolling through the feed seems minimal."
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